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               BRITAIN’S UNIQUE GEOGRAPHY 
 
  “…this sceptred isle,…this other Eden, demi paradise. 

This fortress built by Nature  for herself Against infection 
and the hand of war….”  

Shakespeare, Richard II 
 
 The history of a region is often dominated by its geography. If I list the 

features which, in my opinion, render a region desirable as a home for long 

term human occupation they are, in order of importance: 

(i) Secure from invasion – therefore probably a large island. 

(ii) Free from the affects of volcanoes and earthquakes. 

(iii) Fertile enough to sustain a healthy population. 

(iv) Not too isolated from trade, and the exchange of ideas. 

(v) Richly supplied with useful minerals. 

(vi) In the ‘right’ climatic region. 

 

 This last demands discussion. Humans have evolved a unique, and on 

the face of it, a foolhardy strategy – they are warm-blooded but naked. And yet 

they are, by almost any measure, the most dominant large species on Earth. 

Could strategy and dominance be linked? This leads us to the critical topic of 

Human Thermodynamics, which seems to have been missed by every 

predecessor historian. 

 All animals are ‘heat-engines’, that is to say they ingest fuel, burn 

(metabolize) it, and transform the output into some combination of energy, fat-

storage and waste-heat. What proportion of it can be transformed into the 

useful forms (energy and fat) is entirely determined by the “Second Law of 

Thermodynamics” (SLOT). SLOT proclaims, on unarguable grounds, that the 

Thermodynamic Efficiency of any heat-engine, i.e. : 
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where   is the (Absolute) Temperature of the engine in question,   of its 

surroundings, and < means “less than”[Absolute Temperature = Centigrade 

Temperature + 273 degrees],. 

 Now our body temperature is 37 deg. C (310 deg. Absolute) so that in 

comfortably warm surroundings, 27 deg. C say, (300 deg. Abs.): 

Thermodynamic Efficiency <  or 3 per cent. 

 Surely that can’t be right? Surely. I mean think of the implications. If we 

eat a typical diet of 2000 Calories a day, that is equivalent to about 8 million 

Joules of energy which, if we turn it into useful output at only 3% efficiency, 

yields an average useful power, spread over 24 hours, of only 3 Watts ! That’s 

ridiculously small – even a normal light bulb has a power of about 100 Watts. 

It can’t be right. There’s something wrong. Surely? 

 

 Alas there isn’t. The Second Law of Thermodynamics has a far more 

vital bearing on History than The Divine Right of Kings, Catholic 

Emancipation, Capitalist Economics – or any of the other pre-occupations of 

conventional historians. That renders them thoroughly unreliable sources of 

understanding. The novelist C.P. Snow famously remarked that ignorance of 

the Second Law of Thermodynamics marks anyone as uneducated – and you 

can see why. 

 All the same; 3 Watts! We have to walk, work, think, rear  

children…and keep ourselves warm with less power than a feeble torch. 

Whether we know it or not, most of our lives , indeed most of human history 

going back to our hairy forbears, has been dominated by the need to generate 

more useful power, and conserve what energy we’ve got. 
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 But what can we do about the situation? According to Equation (1) our 

only option is to live somewhere colder. If I move to a region where the 

surrounding temperature is only 17 deg. instead of 27 I immediately double my 

useful power output to 6 Watts ! That could revolutionize my life – transform it 

completely [Whereas if I moved to the Tropics where  is about 35 deg. I 

would have to survive on no more than a single Watt!] 

 To return to geography more generally, it is obviously 

advantageous to live in a cool climate – but not one so cold that all ones’ 

useful energy has to be spent in keeping warm – and anyway if it’s too 

cold one cannot grow crops. It turns out that cool-temperate is just about 

optimum. [ For the whole fascinating and fateful subject of Human 

Thermodynamics, which seems to have been neglected by almost 

everybody, see Note 1 below] 

 

 So a cool-temperate, large island just off the shore of a relatively 

civilized continent looks like the ideal place on which to live. 

 But why large? It is a simple scientific argument once again. The 

population of a country can rise roughly with its area—that is to say with the 

square of its diameter, but the length of its borders will only rise 

proportionately with its diameter (i.e. ‘linearly’). Other things being equal 

larger countries will therefore be more secure because they can deploy larger 

numbers of troops per mile to defend their borders. Indeed that is one of the 

single most important factors in History [See Ch.7 for a more detailed 

explanation]. The Square-Linear law (SLL) has forced groups into tribes, tribes 

into clans, clans into confederations, confederations into nations, nations into 

empires. There was really no choice – either you expanded, or you were over-

run. Basically that’s why men have to fight, whether they desire to or not. 

People tend to forget this very hard fact – particularly when they are 

clamouring for their independence. For instance Scotland has a 6000 mile long 

Ts
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coast-line making it particularly vulnerable to sea-born invasion. Who else but 

the rest of the British islanders could get there in time to defend them? The 

Square-Linear Law and the Second Law of Thermodynamics are the two of the 

three dominating forces in History. In the modern context an island needs to 

sustain a population of something like ten million to be reasonably secure from 

invasion [Thus the Crimea (pop. 2 million) fell to Russia in 2015, Corsica 

(120,000) to France in 1769]. 

 To return to our ideal human habitation – a fertile island at least 100 

miles across, in a cool-temperate region, just off the coast of a reasonably 

civilized continent; when you look at the atlas there is not much choice: 

 

      TABLE (2:1)       POTENTIAL PARADISES ON EARTH 

 Japan 

 Taiwan 

 Vancouver Island 

 Newfoundland 

 Britain 

 Ireland 

         Tasmania 

 

The first three are tectonically far too unstable, particularly Vancouver Island. 

Newfoundland is, from the point of view of the Coriolis Forces which dictate 

currents, winds and climate, on the wrong side of an ocean. Until very recently 

Tasmania was too remote – leaving only Britain and Ireland. Ireland is 

probably an island too far – it will always be dominated by its larger inshore 

neighbour – and anyway it is almost entirely lacking in valuable minerals such 

as iron and coal. 

 That leaves Britain as the pretty well unique best location on the planet 

for human beings to thrive. It is large enough, fertile, thermodynamically ideal, 
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well watered, exactly the right distance off the coast of Europe, seismically 

quiescent and, guess what, richer geologically than any area of equivalent size 

on Earth: tin, copper, flint, iron, coal, salt, oil, gas,  china-clay, 

phosphates…….If the Almighty were to carry out an experiment to see if 

humans could civilize themselves he would almost certainly choose Britain to 

start. We are lucky, incredibly lucky. And we have another unique but 

unremarked advantage – as we shall next see. 

 

NOTES  

1 The fascinating but wholly neglected subject of HUMAN 

THERMODYNAMICS can be followed up elsewhere on this site  

2 This article was extracted from my book History of the Brits (from a 

scientist’s point of view)  [Amazon 2020] and indeed is the first chapter. 

The book is described elsewhere on this site. 
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